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Abstract 

In this paper, its enhancement of the Virtual digital message classifications, appreciation of its informal user interface 

design language, and outstanding information conception abilities. Unity of the most common reproduction 

responsibilities in digital communications is to assess the bit error rate (BER) of dial-up connection. The Formulation 

of the scintillation index obsessed on BER of Vortex Gaussian beam in a blustery atmosphere and originate by 

exploitation of the Huygens Fresnel Process to usage this structure and assess the normal bit error rate (BER), therefore 

it applies the ITU-R Method to find the Kolmogorov of structure constant parameter and Random Phase Screen 

Method. The scintillation index leaders of a multimode of Vortex Gaussian beam smooth, and used topological charge, 

by used zenith angle is started from zero to nighty degree. Furthermore, the typical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which 

is related to the scintillation index as against the BER is calculated via the log-normal method of the beam order. and 

it’s circulated in gradient path, which is presented for some parameters like it, source sizes, focal lengths and used 

unique wavelength, λ = 1.35μm. According to the one desired wavelength distribution is dealt with theoretically, the 

outcomes of BER Guesstimate were starting to the increased value of source size, the structure is better-quality and 

scintillation index, BER and the some of the factors are decreased the value of BER and enhanced the optical 

communication system. 
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1. Introduction 

For the different random modes of wave propagation in this study, the first concept that presents a rudimentary scheme 

fails to describe an empirical confident phenomenon by applying a simulation. In this case, scattering waves from 

above Earth's atmosphere, and the oscillation of the horizontal wave is likely to rise mainly as expected in ref. [1]. 

Moreover, the change is due to the limitations of the conjectures of the Rytov method and is applied in elementary 

concepts, which accept horizontal and weak perturbations. The outermost global coefficients are suitable for the 

equivalent equation method under the circumstances [2]. Another technique is applied to Huygens-Fresnel extended 

estimation, and it was established by the USSR and USA makers [3, 4]. likewise (FSO) free-space optic, the intensity 

differences by the electron wave have been classified as producing a significant control for strong luminescence. In 

the Rytov method, the scintillation index occurs in planar waveforms and the spherical wave propagates in Gaussian 



ray shapes at slight variations [3, 5]. Earth-to-space propagation paths have been applied in the investigation of beam 

flicker in ref. [6, 7]. Nevertheless, the communication system is enhancing the quality of  (the BER) factor and it's 

very important to boost the optical communication system. The wide spread of wireless communications and mobile 

devices has stimulated and expanded the investigation of self-regulation [8]. To understand the concepts of BER and 

fluorescence, we started by comparing beams as examples, (Super Lorentz-Gaussian, Flat-topped, cos-Gaussian, 

Annular, Cosh-Gaussian) with a pure Gaussian beam to improve the quality of the communication system [9]. The 

robust gleaming of the Super Lorentz Gaussian (SLG) beam is defined in this assignment. The symbol error rate is 

used to aid the partial expansion of the fraction in reference [10], while the bit error rate is affected based on the 

scintillation index and calculated for weak perturbation conditions. In summary, this work was originally laid out and 

obtained in this paper in gradient pathway spread and this analysis characterizes application and agreement as in ref 

[5, 8- 9]. 

2. Broadcasting a Gaussian vortex beam in an atmospheric storm 

The initial field of the VGB pack propagates in the oblique path and is the received packet based on the level of the 

receiver. Besides, the optical perturbation occurs in the receiver plane with the zeta peak angle, in this case, the 

source field is even so stated for example shown in the reference to the VGB set.                                                     
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Where  ( , )s = s sx y  They are well defined as the location of the oblique synchronization structure is located on either 

side of the source and 1( , 0)E L =s symbolizes the original field of the VGB beam, for 1  it denotes a vortex correlated 

to the source size and   it is clear the wavelength. By setting a different value of M which represents the topological 

charge. But these values started from zero to other positive values, thus, the mode order associated with the source domain 

can be obtained, which is identical to the important first order, and the secondary order of VGB packages, which is also 

well established [9]. 
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Wherever  it states to the Gaussian part of source size but then F , were signifying to x and y guiding principle of the 

focal length fixed-parameter [22]. Input on the source field of Eq. 1 is utilized the method of Huygens-Fresnel Integral, 

other than the propagation at a pathway L in the transmitter and receiver plane, also, the receiver plane has represented 

the receiver field 1( , )pU L  of VGB beam, while should be located in the presence of a long-range distance in the 

equation. (3), [27]. 
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To assess 
2

p s− and 
2

p s − of expansion and   is composite boundaries of turbulence, where ,p s is the  

precise  diagonal coordinate structure in the transducer plan, 1j = − , L specifies the spread distance, 2k  =   

as exposed in Eq.(4)  

222
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Afterward, accumulation of Eq. (6) of spectral density Kolmogorov of the scintillation index changing specifies as [3] 

and ( )κn  shows the longitudinal influence range of the scintillation index alternations.      
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Where 
2 2κ κ κx y= +    s the spatial average and for evaluation of VGB beam fluctuations in an oblique firing 

previously determined on the ITU-IR prototype as indicated by the height h embodied in [9, 20]. 
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Every place, the elevation h is measured meter, the practical rate  
14 2 31.7 10 m
− −    is related to the structure constant 

factor 0C  By earth level, in contrast, wind speed v (rms) is measured in meters per second. In the end, to estimate the 

luminescence index, we use equations. (3,6) Obsessed with Eq. (7), the summation equation. (3.478.1) to reference 

[27]. We get the parameter Kolmogorov instability ( 
2

m   ) of a VGB beam in gradient path turbulent as the following. 
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Someplace the   is the labeled peak angle between the plane of the receiver and transmitter, to calculate using the 

link length by sec( )L h = , Transmission height h and receiver height H indicate [24]. 

3. Analysis of the Results and Discussions 

To start, analyzing the SOC (Space Optical Communication), firstly, the scintillation index of the VGB beam was 

examined through atmospheric perturbation in oblique path propagation. Besides, Eqs. (1, 3, 7). Our contemporary 

starts are verified, and evaluations are terminated using the current setting of the topologic charge records at M =1, 2, 

3, 4 also the number of repetitions is 100, the wavelength setting is 1.35 μ m, also, the size of the source used it is 2 



cm. In addition, an inclined height of 6 km is useful, a wind speed of 105 m / s and a range of angle (0- 90) degree 

disposed gradient propagation. Additionally, the fixed ground level of the structure sets on each figure. On the other 

side, we use the multimode of VGB like these (00, 11, 22, 33,44) and so on mixed these beam orders that are displayed. 

Fig. 1. the image of source field of 3d dimensions related to VGB is displayed the data as written in that figure, the 

field is labeled very reedy which is the beam propagated is very good of propagation, Fg.2. the picture of source 

intensity of 3d dimensions related to VGB and have same properties of the source field Fig. 3. the photograph of the 

contour of source field of 2d Dimensions related to VGB which is indicated to the top view. Fig. 4. the image of BER 

versus to the SNR, in this point, its conformation, to spot that the range of BER from (0- 0.00019347) is postulate to 

the minimums value comparing with the range of SNR from (0- 10 dB), these values is concluded with each beam 

orders and the BER increased linearly with increased SNR from (10- 20 dB) and over 20 dB, so as the best result of 

BER which represented to the first beam orders have blue color VGB20 and second red color VGB10. On the other 

hand, Figs, (5, 6, 7) specifies the scintillation index (
2

nm ) as opposed to propagation distances, elevation, and source 

size for VGB, and by using the diverse topological charge primary numbers from one to four, we pragmatic that the 

scintillation curves at changed beam orders of mode and fixed source size and elevation, in this case, we illustration 

the data of each figure as alone. Fig. 5. Indicates the Picture of scintillation index (
2

nm ) compared to the elevation and 

specify to the minimums of scintillation index value (
55.10538 10− ) based on the elevation of  (0- 7.63886 km), 

this magnitude is very low, and the scintillation index will be increased to the value (0.00124027) closest to next 

elevation(15.2767 km) of the mode of VGB00  after this altitude the scintillation index is rising linearly with increased 

the elevation and this case of manner is described disadvantages will have occurred in a system of optical 

communication. Fig.6. The Picture of Scintillation Index against the propagation distance and has multimode orders 

it started from (00 to 40) as shown in this figure of VGB. Moreover, to observe that the range of scintillation index (

6 55.4655 10 5.38916 10− − −  ) is specified to the minimums value compared with the range of distance from (0- 

2.5667 km), these values are described with each beam order and the scintillation index increased small to the value 

of propagation distance (5.1666 km), after this point, the scintillation index is increased linearly by increased 

propagation distance. Additionally, the beam orders of this figure have the same manner. Therefore, the best mode 

has the red color (VGB10), which outputs a good result of the scintillation index. Fig. 7. the picture of scintillation 

Index versus the source size, Likewise, to witness that the range of scintillation index (

50.00017406 5.10538 10−−  ) is specified to the minimums value compared with the range of distance from (0- 

2.06667 km), these values are described with each beam orders and the scintillation index increased very small to the 

value of source size (2.06667 cm), after this point, the scintillation index is increased linearly by increased source 

sizes. The blue color VGB22 has the best scintillation index of that source size.  

Finally, we were detected that the scintillation index is acted the best results in elevations between 0& 7.566km which 

is indicated in the point spot along the different altitudes, distances, source sizes, and BER, to sum up, the fallouts and 

figs which are evoked above is agreed with ref [3, 8, 27].  

 

 



 

 

 

 

FIG. 1. The Picture of Source Field of 3d Dimensions related to VGB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 2. The Picture of Source Intensity of 3d Dimensions related to VGB 

 

 



 

 

FIG. 3. The Picture of Contour of Source Field of 2d Dimensions related to VGB 

 

 

 

FIG. 4. The Picture of BER versus the SNR related to VGB 

 



 

 

FIG. 5. The Elevation compared to Scintillation Index of VGB Picture  

 

 

 

FIG. 6. The Picture of Scintillation Index against the Distance related to VGB 

 

 



 

 

FIG. 7. The Picture of Scintillation Index against the Source Size related to VGB 

1. Conclusions 

Gaussian vortex beam analyzes the multimodal atmospheric turbulence in this article. Also, the scintillation index 

is simulated and BER in graded path propagation is computed in the integral method. Weedy commotion is equated 

to different multimode of the Vortex Gaussian beam. we were detected that the scintillation index acted the best 

results in elevations between 0& 7.566 km which is indicated in the point spot along the different altitudes, distances, 

source sizes, and BER, to sum up, the fallouts and figs. In the space, it is seen the profile of the beam in a transmitter 

and receiver are exaggerated on the features of laser propagation in atmospheric turbulence. Other parameters are 

used as the Kolmogorov structure parameter, wavelength, etc. as shown in the figures. To go beyond the main points, 

refer to the original work has been recognized to perform better performance in this paper when applied to the system 

of optical communications  
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